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The London NYC
SITUATED JUST STEPS FROM FIFTH AVENUE
shopping, Broadway theaters, Carnegie Hall,
Central Park, and all midtown businesses, The
London NYC (www.thelondonnyc.com) offers
some of the most spacious accommodations
in Manhattan, from stylish London Suites that
offer a minimum of 500 square feet to the
extravagant London Penthouse. The property
boasts sophisticated but livable interiors by
well-known designer David Collins.
Guests seeking the ultimate urban retreat
can request the 2,500-square-foot London
Penthouse on the 53rd and 54th floors of the
property. The stunning and lavish space offers
floor-to-ceiling windows providing exceptional
views of Central Park, the Hudson River, and
the Manhattan skyline. In addition, guests can
choose from additional luxury suites within

three other room types: the London Apartments,
the London Atrium, and the London Sky Suites,
which offer unique and one-of-a-kind layouts,
outstanding views, and elegant furnishings.
Every suite provides a complete bath
environment featuring details by Waterworks
that include dual showerheads and hand-cut
mosaic tiles with made-to-order fixtures, bath
linens, and apothecary products.
Guests eager to stay in shape during
their stay have complimentary access to The
London NYC Club, which offers Kinesis Walls
by Technogym and state of the art Lifefitness
equipment. Those looking for private meeting
and event space also have access to intimate
venue options coupled with first-rate technology
and exceptional dining options, as well as an
original and customized design.

The London NYC also offers guests an
exceptional dining experience from Michelin-starred
chef Gordon Ramsay. Based upon his flagship
restaurant in London, Gordon Ramsay at The London
offers guests an indulgent, fine-dining experience.
MAZE by Gordon Ramsay offers a sophisticated
menu set in a more casual environment. The
London Bar offers guests breakfast and traditional
afternoon tea, as well as the opportunity to partake
in a lively evening bar scene.
The London NYC is part of the LXR Luxury
Resorts & Hotels Collection. The West Hollywood
community can now enjoy The London West
Hollywood addition, where sophistication and
comfort prevail throughout. The London NYC is
led by Managing Director Dominique Piquemal,
who came to the property from Four Seasons in
Houston where he served as Hotel Manager.
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